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Abstract: The giant bulk of records saved mostly on block chain is completed in a centralized way on a unmarried server. This holds true 

for the splendid majority of statistics. As a result, facts accessibility will be sincerely not possible in the occasion which the server crashes. 

To cope with the problem of a centralised blockchain backup mechanism, we applied a machine for data storage that is decentralized rather 

than centralized and runs on the basis of allotted rather than centralized computing in educational institutions. The fact that the facts can 

be kept on many servers assures that there can be no statistics loss even if one of the servers becomes unreachable. The Raft consensus-

building technique is employed. This approach is a decentralized facts consensus technique in blockchain that distributes facts across 

multiple nodes whilst keeping educational material saved in establishments. furthermore, the hybrid of the Raft consensus technique and 

the Foraging Hummingbird set of rules has executed mechanism assures that no server failures will arise at any moment in time. 

Keywords: Centralized blockchain, Decentralized data, Hummingbird algorithm Raft consensus, and Multiple nodes.  

1. Introduction 

The blockchain is a peer-to-peer network that serves as a 

public ledger. with out the necessity for a important server 

and the rate of its maintenance, networks may additionally 

self-organize, enlarge, and function with the backing of a 

peer-to-peer architecture, even in the face of com-

puter/community failures and a pretty brief population of 

nodes [1]. A blockchain is a network of interconnected 

blocks, every with its personal set of transactions. In real-

ity, the blockchain records all transactions, making ma-

nipulation extremely hard. The genesis block is the pri-

mary block this is created without a figure. Mining is the 

method of confirming transactions by the solution of a 

computationally difficult trouble and the era of a unique 

nonce. while blockchain users reach an agreement at the 

authenticity of a collection of transactions performed in a 

selected manner, a brand new block is created and up-

loaded to the blockchain. A block can handiest keep im-

portant facts and can't feature as a database. Blockchains 

are classified into three kinds: public, personal, and hybrid 

[2]. the public blockchain community is open to each per-

son, and all nodes have same energy. non-public Block-

chain- Belongs to an agency and has public or confined 

access.
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Fig 1. Conventional Large –Scale Distributed Storage System based on Raft algorithm [3] 

Blockchain is a disbursed, decentralized community that 

provides immutability, privateness, security, and transpar-

ency, amongst other advantages. No matter the dearth of 

a centralized authority to authenticate and verify transac-

tions, the Blockchain believes that every transaction is 

completely secure and authenticated. That is only viable 

due to the fact to the consensus protocol, which is an im-

portant element of any Blockchain community. A consen-

sus set of rules is a manner that each one friends in a 

Blockchain network use to attain agreement on the exist-

ing country of the distributed ledger. In this way, consen-

sus algorithms allow blockchain network resiliency and 

foster self assurance among unwell-known peers in a dis-

pensed computing environment. In brief, the consensus 

protocol assures that each new block added to the Block-

chain is certainly the only and also best version of the truth 

that each one Blockchain nodes agree on. Consortium 

Blockchain- a collection of deciding on nodes with public 

or restrained privileges. The consensus procedure is the 

act of verifying a transaction in a public ledger. There are  

kinds of consensus algorithms which can be discussed and 

contrasted. Due to its decreased decentralization, range of 

nodes, and security issues, vote-based totally consensus 

algorithms are idea to provide better answers for privat-

ized and consortium blockchain's than public block-

chain's. 

Evidence of labor: This consensus technique is used to 

choose the miner for the following block technology. 

Bitcoin employs this PoW consensus method. The num-

ber one motive of this approach is to answer a complex 

mathematical hassle rapidly. Because this mathematical 

problem necessitates a huge amount of computing energy, 

the node that solves it first has the proper to mine the next 

block. 

Proof of stake: this is the most customarily used bow tech-

nique. The Ethereum consensus has shifted from PoW to 

PoS. As opposed to making an investment in highly-

priced generation to clear up a complex trouble, validators 

make investments in the gadget's foreign money by using 

locking up a element in their cash as a stake in this kind 

of consensus manner. All of the validators will then vali-

date the blocks. 

Evidence of the burn: in place by investing in expensive 

hardware, PoB validators 'burn' cash with the aid of send-

ing them to the an address in which they may be com-

pletely long past. Validators achieve the privilege to mine 

on the system through a random choice mechanism by 

way of committing coins to an unattainable cope with. As 

an end result, while validators burn tokens, they make an 

extended-time period commitment to change for a quick-

term loss. Miners may additionally burn the Blockchain 

software's local foreign money or the foreign money of an 

opportunity chain, together with bitcoin, depending on 

how the PoB is implemented. 

Proof of capability: Validators are expected to provide dif-

ficult power area rather than invest in costly system or 

burn cash within the proof of potential consensus[5]. Val-

idators with the more difficult force capability are more 

likely to be picked to mine the subsequent block and ac-

quire the block praise. 

This aim is to boom the trustworthiness of a community. 

Any number of nodes may join the community at any mo-

ment in those networks. Through a hybrid of the Raft con-

sensus algorithm and the Foraging Hummingbird algo-

rithm, nodes have to show that they have got completed 

enough proof and created a block that is prepared to be 

brought to the chain. In exchange, they may be 
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reimbursed. Blockchain is vital for its decentralization, 

persistence, anonymity, and flexibility [3]. This approach 

has several makes use of. The platforms and foundations 

indexed underneath are some of the maximum  in their 

respective regions. This paper's predominant contribution 

is to create a blockchain hybrid of the Raft consensus set 

of rules and the Foraging Hummingbird algorithm, that's 

a kind of decentralized or distributed facts garage machine 

for maintaining academic work in universities. 

The rest of the following sections are, Section II discussed 

the previous work which related to the proposed work. In 

Section III explained the proposed system design. In Sec-

tion IV has shown and discussed the experimental setup 

of the proposed work. Finally, in Section V concludes this 

proposed work.  

2. Literature Survey 

In line with educational studies and exercising [7], the 

utility of blockchain technology to the field of facts garage 

typically includes  methods: 

Records are literally written to the block, the block header 

gives the preceding block's hash, random cost, and statis-

tics hash, and the block frame is loaded with the records 

to be pre-served. After the block has been confirmed by 

way of consensus, it can be synchronized to all nodes at 

the chain, making sure the immutability of the facts. But, 

this method calls for saving the very identical data all, 

through all nodes, that is extra redundant and wastes gar-

age assets if indeed the facts are honestly too huge, and 

the information synchronization velocity slows. This ap-

proach is handiest useful in situations while the quantity 

of data is minimal, however vital, which include statistics 

traceability [8,9]. 

The report summary hash, report area, in addition to dif-

ferent information has been written to the block, the real 

facts are saved within the report gadget, and additionally 

the integrity of the file records can be checked the usage 

of the hash feature calculation. Combining the block chain 

best with a file backup system, the block chain contains 

files using smart con-tracts to attain a sequence of report 

uploading and downloading moves. This approach is 

ubiquitous, now not limited through the document length 

or relevance, and may be used for max garage instances 

[10-12]. 

To restrict the rate of information expansion, the literature 

[13] advocates limiting the quantity of customers and or-

ganizing patron authenticity. The blockchain is processed 

within the literature [14] through way of lowering as well 

as grouping based totally on precise criteria, and nodes re-

gion replicas consistent with a document redundancy tac-

tic to store area at the chain, however, no information are 

given about a way to determine the amount of replicas as 

well as the redundancy method, in addition to the manner 

of freeing replicas isn't smooth. An area optimization 

model for federated chains has been provided on this 

premise, which spreads the paintings throughout nodes to 

lessen the complete load country and therefore amplify the 

distance. But, the storage capability enlarged in this way 

is restrained, and it could most effectively keep transac-

tions or text statistics, which absorb incredibly little vicin-

ity and cannot be utilized in most garage instances. 

The authors of the literature [15] propose a consultation-

based statistics sharing machine and a precis chain struc-

ture finished using immutable block chains with variable 

P2P (Peer to look) storage layout for the second technique. 

However, because of the bending P2P garage structure, 

there may be a widespread possibility of tampering with 

and editing the saved statistics. The literature [16] pro-

poses a blockchain-based totally cybersecurity approach 

for allocated cloud storage wherein a genetic set of rules 

is modified to solve the problem of file block reproduction 

placement amongst a couple of clients and records facili-

ties in a allotted cloud storage environments, thereby en-

hancing file upload and download overall performance. 

[17] Gives a blockchain-based totally, completely allotted 

facts garage shape that, for the first time, makes use of 

vicinity computing, certificates-unfastened encryption, 

and blockchain generation of huge-scale facts programs 

from the net of things. In phrases of at ease information 

privacy, the literature [18] proposed a blockchain-based 

totally information sharing version amongst cloud service 

companies that makes use of smart contracts and get right 

of entry to control mechanisms to properly tune records 

get right of entry to behavior and revoke get entry to au-

thorization overlook right of access to rule violations, 

thereby using addressing the hassle of facts sharing in un-

trusted environments. The literature [19] seasoned-poses 

a smart settlement-primarily based total statistics sharing 

architecture that tracks, manages, and enforces statistics 

sharing protocols the use of clever contracts and block-

chain generation. The literature [20] offers a blockchain-

based strategy for checking data integrity via way of leve-

raging the Merkle tree structure in the blockchain to keep 

metadata of information, but no securi-ty mechanism for 

the privacy of file data is given. 

The precept variations among every the proposed method 

and the winning decentra-lized garage framework are as 

follows: (1) the traditional allotted garage tool must cer-

tainly resolve the problem of be given as real with and 

knowledge between joint nodes, so in spite of the truth 

that blockchain generation should truely remedy this trou-

ble nicely and is the first-rate decentra-lized gadget in the 

meanwhile; (2) not like the gift blockchain-based allotted 

doc-ument device, the proposed approach does not 
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straightforwardly shop the document content ma-terial but 

rather shops the report content within the blockchain. 

3. Proposed System Design  

The decentralized storage system proposed in this look at 

is separated into 4 layers: the character layer, the statistics 

processing layer, the storage community layer, and the 

blockchain layer. The consumer layer is frequently used 

for person registration, and consumer popularity is split 

amongst ordinary customers and directors. simplest the 

administrator consents to use for registration as an regular 

purchaser beneath the system's access scheme. The infor-

mation processing layer is usually in fee of data importing 

and downloading, in addition to encryption and slicing. To 

keep the processed information portions, the garage com-

munity layer employs the community protocol, this is in 

charge of connecting the numerous nodes that be part of 

the network via era. The blockchain layer employs a fed-

erated chain, which in the principal communicates with 

the outside global thru clever contracts and is in price of 

uploading metadata which incorporates report hash, report 

call, owner, and so on. customers can recover their docu-

ments by using using looking the metadata of the stored 

documents within the chain at any second.

 

 

Fig 2. Proposed System Design with the hybrid of the Raft consensus algorithm and Foraging Hummingbird algorithm 

The simulation is carried out in MATLAB2021a. The Raft 

consensus technique is employed in this paintings to shop 

academic information at institutions. Raft is a consensus 

approach that is supposed to be easy to understand. The 

agreement of shared states at any stage in numerous serv-

ers is re-ferred to as consensus  disbursed structures. 

Shared states frequently wants high-quality facts codecs, 

which might be supplied thru replicated logs. Election al-

gorithms in an allotted device, select out a server from a 

pool of servers to coordinate numerous obligations. If a 

coordinator fails, the set of rules chooses a brand new co-

ordinator. 

1.1.  Raft Consensus Algorithm 

A Raft cluster consists of numerous servers; 5 is a famous 

amount that permits the tool to tolerate  screw ups. At any 

person time, every server is in one in all 3 states: leader, 

follower, or candidate. In normal functioning, there is sat-

isfactory one leader, and all different servers are follow-

ers. followers are submissive: they do no longer make 

their own needs, however, as a substitute reply to the ones 

made through leaders and candidates. The leader handles 

purchaser requests; if a consumer contacts a fol-decrease, 

the follower directs the purchaser to the chief.

 

Fig 3. Raft Consensus Algorithm [8] 
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Raft is much like modern consensus algorithms in many 

strategies, but, it has some distinguishing functions. spe-

cific consensus algorithms rent a lesser form of leadership 

than Raft. for instance, log entries are simplest despatched 

from the chief to the relaxation of the servers. This sim-

plifies the manipulate of the duplicated log whilst also 

making Raft much less tough to apprehend [8]. Raft's 

leaders are decided on thru a randomized timed method. 

This adds best a minor mechanism to the heartbeats re-

quired by means of each consensus technique while re-

solving differences speedy and efficaciously. Raft's ap-

proach for converting the list of servers inside the cluster 

at some point of transitions employs a state-of-the-art joint 

sharing of obligation wherein the majorities of two op-

portunity configurations overlap. This permits the cluster 

to run usually whilst configuration adjustments are com-

pleted. 

In normal Raft operation, there's in reality one leader and 

each other node is a follower. To preserve its dominance, 

the chief transmits commonplace heartbeats to all fans. for 

the duration of this time, all transactions need to be routed 

thru the leader. each transaction is recorded in the node's 

ledger. The chief, specially, is the number one to replicate 

the obtained new transaction to the lovers. on the winning, 

the access is still uncommitted and in a volatile nation. 

The chief informs the followers that the get entry to has 

been dedicated after receiving a response from most of the 

people of fanatics who contributed to the entry. that is 

known as Ledger Replication. The Raft set of rules has 

several timeout alternatives [7]. One in each of them is in 

price of organizing the election. The election timeout is 

the amount of time that a follower should wait in advance 

than becoming a can-didate. The election timer is short-

ened so long as the follower does not get a pulse. when the 

election timer expires, the follower enters candidate 

mode. The election time clock is reset to a random quan-

tity at the same time as a follower gets a pulse from a pace-

setter. Raft's random election timings help to lessen the 

opportunity of more than one fans switching to applicants 

on the same time. 

1.2.  Foraging Hummingbird Algorithm 

 
Fig 3. Foraging Hummingbird [27] 

Hummingbirds are extraordinary animals which is proba-

bly said to be the sector's smallest birds. If intelligence 

were judged by manner of the nervous tool ratio [27], 

hummingbirds can be the various most sensible creatures 

on the globe, which includes humans. figure 4 depicts a 

hummingbird foraging. The hippocampus of a humming-

bird, that is more than that of some one-of-a-kind birds 

formerly studied and performs an essential role in learning 

and memory, is placed within the mind. Hummingbirds 

are small but extraordinarily touchy, and the truth that 

their brains are proportionately huge than the ones of dif-

ferent birds suggests that they have exceptional reminis-

cences [28]. each hummingbird can recall traits approxi-

mately sure vegetation in a given area, along with their 

feature, nectar fine and con-tent fabric, the rate of nectar 

replenishment, and the way lengthy they live visited the 

blooms. moreover, the birds store geographical and tem-

poral facts approximately meals availability. Humming-

birds may additionally in fact construct some giant plans 

primarily based mostly on this expertise and avoid travel-

ing at some point of formerly examined vegetation [29]. 

Episodic remembrance is the utilization and safety of rec-

ollections approximately precise occasions, and it has tra-

ditionally been used to differentiate among people and an-

imals [30]. Hummingbirds turn out to be effective forag-

ers with the assist of this precise ability, frequently visit-

ing plant life they haven't visited in a long term searching 

out a greater profitable revel in. 

1.3. Hybrid of Raft consensus algorithm and Forag-

ing Hummingbird algorithm 

The software program starts offevolved offevolved with a 

hybrid of the Raft consensus method and the Foraging 

Hummingbird set of regulations, this is then initiated into 

spherical 1 and node sortition is accom-plished. A allo-

cated verifiable random characteristic is employed to at-

tract lots among ordinary nodes, fol-lowing which the 

chosen nodes are granted witness node strength. The wit-

ness nodes then gain Raft consensus and bundle deal the 

transaction right into a block. extraordinary witness nodes 

and ordi-nary nodes are in charge of confirming the block, 

which includes the transaction information, block records, 
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public-non-public key signature, and sortition random 

range. If the block passes the verifica-tion, it's far broad-

cast to the whole community and the subsequent block is 

checked; other-clever, it's miles subjected to timeout de-

tection. every round of consensus has a preset timeout re-

striction. If the timeout capacity is reached, the witness 

node can be reselected with the aid of lot; in any other 

case, the witness nodes will try to set up a consensus yet 

again. 

4. Results and Discussion 

Because reproducibility is so critical in our work, we're 

going to begin by way of trying to reproduce the Raft au-

thors' findings on leader election in discern 4. this will also 

assist us calibrate the subsequent evaluation by using de-

termining a way to adjust simulation parameters that are 

not currently being looked at. After consulting with the 

authors, we decided on simulation parameters that repli-

cated the authentic experimental setup the usage of their 

Log Cabin C++ version of Raft. They employed five idle 

workstations linked through a 1Gb/s Ethernet switch to 

acquire a mean broadcast length of 15ms. due to the fact 

the time it takes to pick out a brand new chief is so short, 

we may additionally expect that no node fails. We do not 

need to simulate packet loss due to the fact they utilize 

TCP for RPC and can as an alternative use an extended 

tail for packet delay. The writers supposed to simulate the 

worst-case scenario for a frontrunner's election. They 

made some nodes undeserving for management due to log 

consistency necessities before crashing the chief, and they 

promoted break up votes via broadcasting heartbeats. 

RPCs for Appending Entries we will try to replicate this 

conduct with the aid of starting from scratch and electing 

a leader.

 

 

Fig 4 depicts the outcomes of this simulation. 

 

 

Fig  5. Required Time and its Delay for proposed algorithm 
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It is now time to pick a frontrunner's cumulative distribu-

tion function. every top discern depicts the time required 

to construct a frontrunner with various stages of non-de-

terminism within the follower timeout, with the bottom 

follower timeout set at 150ms. each bottom parent adjusts 

the timeout from T to 2T for various values of T. The leg-

ends display the timeouts for followers in milliseconds. 

 

Fig 6. Number of Nodes for TPS by compared with Proposed algorithm 

One possibility is that the writers prepared the logs of the 

applicants in this type of way that  nodes have been ex-

cluded for leadership. those nodes can timeout and ship 

Requests Votes to the opposite nodes like any other, how-

ever they will never gain a majority, lowering the wide 

variety of capability leaders from five to three and de-

creasing the probability of break up votes and numerous 

rounds of elections. 

5. Conclusion 

Implementation of a decentralized rather than the central-

ized records storage device in universities to cope with the 

problem of a centralized blockchain backup mechanism 

utilizing a mixture of the Raft consensus algorithm and the 

Foraging Hummingbird set of rules. because the data may 

be stored on many servers, there will be no records loss 

even if one of the servers fails. The hybrid Raft consensus 

and Foraging Hummingbird technique is applied, that's a 

decentralized records garage machine in blockchain that 

distributes facts throughout one-of-a-kind nodes and 

saves instructional cloth in institutions to keep away from 

server failures. This method is employed to ensure that no 

server disasters arise. 
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